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Collaborative Fiber Project
I am so fortunate to teach elementary art at a Title 1 school in Plano. My 700 students have learned to love
collaborative art projects! We do them all the time and place them all over the school. It adds such warmth and
creativity in our hallways, library, and entry way! I got an idea about a collaborative weaving project using
roadside construction netting. There’s a bunch of construction going on around my house, and every time I
saw it, it reminded me of a loom!
I got out of my car one day and took a small piece of the construction netting home. I realized it was too flimsy
so I headed to Home Depot. The store manager saw I needed help, and he suggested garden fencing. It was
perfect! Sturdy enough for little hands pulling and tugging and the holes were perfect sized openings for the
weft threads. I choose thin flannel to cut into strips instead of yarn,which was too thin, plus the flannel comes
in so many fun colors and patterns. Thick ribbon works well but was expensive so I bought just a little of this to
add a different texture throughout our project.

I decided to have my 3rd graders start the project since I could see how long it would take for every student
weave 2-3 fabric strips or ribbon. They handled it beautifully so 2nd grade got to jump in and finish the project!
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Here are some action shots! As you can see, it has been a HUGE hit!

A close up look of our collaborative weaving!
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Our librarian gave us $125 to buy all the supplies so we would hang this beautiful tapestry in our school
library. We were very excited to have it hang where everyone would see it. Here are a few pictures of our
installation!
Our art coordinator Laura Grundler loved it so much we had all of the Plano ISD art teachers create one for
ourselves to hang at our Admin Building!

I love the feeling of weaving, whether it’s on a cardboard loom or on garden fencing! It’s so relaxing, centering,
and love for students to discover this wonderful medium for themselves! I also want them to see they do not
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need a fancy loom in order to enjoy weaving. It’s an art form for everyone!
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